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Category:PrintingUSADA announced that it recently completed an investigation into allegations relating to a potential doping conspiracy involving Massachusetts native and Rippon Sports President Mark Gardiner. Two days prior to his expected appeal hearing on December 19, 2019, Gardiner was provisionally suspended. Investigators determined Gardiner did not provide any support for his client's
claim that athletes including Chinese athletes at the 2018 Asian Games were involved in a doping conspiracy. Gardiner has requested to be heard by a hearing panel in the US Olympic and Paralympic Committee's (USOPC) independent review panel (IRP) and the USOPC for his appeal hearing. On November 14, 2018, USADA issued a Letter of Probation with conditions requiring Gardiner to comply
with his probation for a period of one year. The letter stated that he must complete a 30-hour sports administration course in the 12-month period, submit a psychological evaluation and two urine specimens for analysis at USADA's laboratory, make any recommended treatment adjustments, not make any public comment until he is released, not engage in any activity that could endanger athletes or violate
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